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Current Collegiate Brothers in Rho Chi as of October 2018: 8
Current Collegiate Brothers in all academic years as of October 2018: 74
Total students in Rho Chi as of October 2018: 41
Percent of our Collegiate Brothers who are in Rho Chi: 10.67%
Percent of Rho Chi who are Brothers: 20%
**PROMOTION OF SCHOLASTIC ACHIEVEMENT AND IMPROVEMENT**

Accountabilibuddies and Exam Schedules
As a continuation from last school year, Brothers that are interested can sign up to receive an Accountabilibuddy. The Worthy Prelate goes through this list and will pair Brothers up with each other from different grades to offer encouragement throughout the year. For example, a P3 Brother might get paired with a Brother who is a sophomore. They are encouraged to send each other notes of inspiration throughout the semester via emails, text messages, Facebook posts, Snapchats, Tweets, etc. Many Brothers will use the PhiDex Exam Schedule to help guide their notes of inspiration. At the beginning of each semester the Worthy Prelate gathers the exam schedules from each class and compiles this information into a master list made accessible to the whole Chapter. Brothers can then go on this list and see when their accountabilibuddy has an exam coming up. They are encouraged to send extra messages of motivation to their accountabilibuddy on their test days. This exam schedule also is a great tool for the Psi Executive Committee to use when planning events so as not to overload Brother’s schedules with exams and Chapter events.

Psi Studies Facebook Page
As it has been becoming increasingly difficult to find time frames to set up study tables that allow the majority of Chapter to attend and benefit from a group study environment because of involvement in other professional organizations, work commitments, athletics, and variable class schedules, we decided to create a resource that can be accessed from anywhere with an internet connection, at any time for convenience. The Psi Studies Facebook page serves as a discussion forum for any questions related to academics. Some examples of things that are posted on the page include questions about class recommendations, specific concept questions, how to study for certain topics, or to see if Brothers may have resources like textbooks to share. It is a great resource that Brothers can post on any time of day and get a response from someone at their earliest convenience. It is also an extension of our study tables program that has been utilized in the past, as Brothers can also use the Facebook page to set up a time to meet with Brothers to discuss concepts. Notably, several Brothers also serve as teaching assistants and tutors for the college and use the page to communicate with Chapter about important concepts. The Facebook page is maintained by the Worthy Prelate, and since its implementation in September 2018, has been posted on thirty-five times.

Professor Pointers
The Psi Chapter does its best to ensure that all Brothers have plenty of resources to help them be successful during their college career. One resource the Chapter has created to do this is Professor Pointers. This is a document made accessible to the entire Chapter on a Google Drive. The document includes a list of all professors that any Psi Brother has had with information like the classes they teach, how to study for their exams (i.e. do they focus more on the learning objectives, practice problems from the book, etc.), and what other resources may be helpful to them while taking a class such as supplemental readings, guidelines, etc. This document serves as a great resource for students to use to ensure they are employing the best practices of study for the classes they are taking.

Chapter Grade Calculator
This is a Microsoft Excel sheet set up for Brothers to calculate their current academic standing, and can be used at any point throughout the semester. It is a great tool for Brothers to check their progress toward their academic goals for each semester, or calculate what score they need on certain assignments, quizzes, or exams to reach their final goal. It is an especially helpful tool going into Final Exams week when Brothers often have to prioritize their study time toward classes that they need the highest grade on the final, to maintain their desired final grade. The sheet is posted on our Chapter Google drive, along with directions on how to use it for those not as familiar with Excel, so Brothers can access it at their convenience.

Lab Practical Preparation Sessions
This past Spring Semester, the Professional Chair of the Psi Chapter set up an opportunity for Brothers to practice skills they would be tested on during their Pharmacy Skills and Application lab practicals required by the PharmD curriculum. P1 Brothers are tested on their ability to take patient vitals including temperature, blood pressure, pulse, and respirations. P2 Brothers are expected to be able to competently counsel patients on Top 200 medications. P3 Brothers must provide counseling on medical devices, provide verbal drug information answers, and provide recommendations to patients based on their present illness. The Professional Chair creates cases for counseling and drug information and provides the College-approved rubrics for younger Brothers to use to grade older Brothers. The younger Brothers also act as patients letting older Brothers take their vitals or counsel them on medications and medical devices. The Brothers of Psi love this program, as it gives them an opportunity to practice for their lab practicals in a safe setting and receive constructive feedback before they are scheduled to take their practicals at the end of the semester. In March 2018, eight Brothers participated in this event.
NAPLEX Practice Questions

The NAPLEX exam can be daunting to think about regardless of age. To help ease some of the apprehension for Brothers, we have begun to implement NAPLEX practice questions into our Chapter agenda. The questions are obtained from reputable online NAPLEX practice exams, and presented to the Chapter in a multiple-choice format. Each Brother then votes for the answer they believe is correct. After the correct answer is revealed, all of the answer choices are discussed, as well as the rationale as to why the correct answer is the best choice to answer the question. This program is inclusive of everyone in Chapter attendance. Even younger Brothers who may not have covered the content addressed in the question are familiarized with the format of NAPLEX questions and the rationale behind answering them.

Drug of the Month

The Psi Chapter recognizes the importance of life-long learning in the profession of pharmacy and works to ensure that Brothers have the ability to participate in this before graduating. The Psi Chapter stresses this importance through a program called Drug of the Month, affectionately dubbed DOTM. Each month, 4-5 Psi Brothers volunteer to present on a newly FDA-approved medication to the Chapter. The Professional Chair, who sets this up, ensures that Brothers of all ages participate. The Brothers meet with each other a few times before their presentation to determine which drug they would like to present on and prepare the presentation. Students use sources such as CenterWatch and recommendations from faculty to determine which medications have been newly approved and would be useful for Brothers to learn about. They then use resources such as Lexicomp, FDA, Dynamed, PubMed, package inserts, class notes, etc. to gather information on indications, pathophysiology of the disease state, pharmacology, dosing and administration, adverse effects, contraindications, cost, comparisons of other approved therapies, and relevance. There are many benefits of this program to the Chapter. This program allows for younger Brothers to learn from older Brothers how to utilize common resources to look up drug information. This program allows Brothers an opportunity to practice their presentation skills in a safe environment and gives them constructive feedback on these skills provided by three Brothers who volunteer to give feedback to the presenters. It also allows Brothers to learn about new medications that they may see in their work. Examples of medications that have been presented on between November 2017 to October 2018 include Symdeko, Andexxa, and Epidiolex. Brothers ensure that all members of Chapter are engaged during these presentations by making them interactive. The presenters ask questions of each grade during the presentation reflective of what they are learning during that month and offer candy for correct answers. For example, the presenters may ask P2s why a bolus infusion may be necessary for dosing and administration of a drug when they are currently taking their Pharmacokinetic class. Brothers love to participate during the presentations as it offers them the ability to apply what they are learning in their classes to real world applications.

Pharmacy Phield Phacts

In an effort to increase Brothers’ exposure to different pharmacy career pathway opportunities available for them to pursue, as well as create opportunities for Brothers to job shadow in unconventional settings, we have begun to reach out to Psi Alumni as well as coworkers of current Psi Brothers, to provide us with some information to present to Chapter. Examples of some pathways we have discussed in Chapter include ER Pharmacy, Managed Care/MTM, Oncology Pharmacy, and Retail Specialty Pharmacy. These discussions are led every other week by the Worthy Chief Counselor at Chapter meetings.

Rotations Retreat

During the Fall Semester P3 Brothers are determining which rotation sites they would like to attend for their P4 year. This is a time-consuming, anxiety-filling, exciting process. Last November, two P4 Brothers and seven P3 Brothers attended Psi’s Rotations Retreat. This retreat offered P3 Brothers the opportunity to ask P4 Brothers currently on rotation about their thoughts and opinions on various rotation sites. They offer valuable information such as expectations of students from preceptors, types of projects students do during their experiences, housing opportunities near the site, etc. This is a great event to ensure that the P4 Brothers remain engaged during their rotations year and is a great way for P3 Brothers to have their questions answered and know that they have support during this stressful time.

Worthy Pet Presentations

This is a program that we started during the 2017-2018 academic year. Every month a Brother puts together a short presentation to share during our Chapter meeting about one of their pets, either that they have at school or at home. This is a great way for Brothers to develop their presentation and speaking skills in a judgement-free and supportive environment while presenting content that is low pressure and generally something that Brothers are passionate about. It is also a great activity for Chapter to learn more about the personal lives of our Brothers, and see a fun presentation that provides a refreshing break from the normal pharmacy coursework. The Worthy Prelate takes names on a sign up sheet to determine which Brother will present each month. The program has greatly increased in popularity, and spots to present each month are filled by the end of August. We have one presentation per month during all months that classes are in session, and have had nine presentations throughout the 2017-2018 and 2018-2019 academic years.
Journal Club

Journal Club is a program created a few years back by Psi’s Professional Chair and Faculty. Journal Clubs are presentations often performed by P4 students on rotations that involve presenting on newly published articles relevant to their rotation practice site. In order to ensure that Brothers feel comfortable performing these presentations long before their P4 year, Psi Faculty and P4 Brothers hold mini-Journal Clubs for younger Brothers to attend. The Faculty member or P4 Brother will pick a newly published article to present on and send it to those Brothers interested in attending the session. These Brothers are not required to but are highly encouraged to read through the article ahead of time in order to participate in discussion during the session. The Faculty member or the P4 Brother then presents the article. They discuss things such as relevance, statistics, results of the study, pros and cons of the study and how it was performed, and their opinions on whether they would employ the practice studied. This is a great opportunity for P4 Brothers and Psi Faculty to actively participate in the Chapter and it is a great opportunity for younger Brothers to become more comfortable with a task that can be daunting come their rotations year. Seven Brothers attended the event held in April 2018 by Psi Faculty Dr. Geoff Wall. Three Brothers attended the event held in September 2018 by P4 Brother Nicholas Vollmer.

Faculty Mixers

Psi is grateful to its Faculty Liaison Chair for creating opportunities for Brothers to mingle with Psi faculty members. Psi has 15 Faculty members, as well as 5 Alumni Brothers, 9 Graduate Brothers and 1 Honorary Brother, all whom desire to see the Chapter succeed and will help however they can to do this. The Faculty Liaison Chair helps facilitate this desire by creating Faculty Mixer events. These events allow Psi Brothers to communicate with their Faculty members long before they have them in class. This allows the Faculty to be engaged in the Fraternity and helps to ease Brother’s anxieties they may have of interacting with Faculty members. Psi Brothers continually comment on how much easier it is to approach a Faculty member in the classroom or go to office hours after these Faculty mixers. These Faculty mixers can be as simple as a reception with snacks after classes are done for the day or can involve planned outings such as mini-golf and golf tournaments (tiny trophies included). The Faculty Liaison is also responsible for putting on Psi’s Professor Breakfast. This event is held every semester on the last Friday before finals. The great thing about this event is that it is open to all Faculty and Staff within the College. It is a great way to promote Psi’s reputation amongst the College as a whole and to include those professors that our Brothers have strong connections with but may belong to other organizations/fraternities. For the Faculty Mixer held October 30th 2018, 11 Faculty members and 15 Collegiate Brothers were present.

Journal Club

Journal Club is a program created a few years back by Psi’s Professional Chair and Faculty. Journal Clubs are presentations often performed by P4 students on rotations that involve presenting on newly published articles relevant to their rotation practice site. In order to ensure that Brothers feel comfortable performing these presentations long before their P4 year, Psi Faculty and P4 Brothers hold mini-Journal Clubs for younger Brothers to attend. The Faculty member or P4 Brother will pick a newly published article to present on and send it to those Brothers interested in attending the session. These Brothers are not required to but are highly encouraged to read through the article ahead of time in order to participate in discussion during the session. The Faculty member or the P4 Brother then presents the article. They discuss things such as relevance, statistics, results of the study, pros and cons of the study and how it was performed, and their opinions on whether they would employ the practice studied. This is a great opportunity for P4 Brothers and Psi Faculty to actively participate in the Chapter and it is a great opportunity for younger Brothers to become more comfortable with a task that can be daunting come their rotations year. Seven Brothers attended the event held in April 2018 by Psi Faculty Dr. Geoff Wall. Three Brothers attended the event held in September 2018 by P4 Brother Nicholas Vollmer.

Faculty Mixers

Psi is grateful to its Faculty Liaison Chair for creating opportunities for Brothers to mingle with Psi faculty members. Psi has 15 Faculty members, as well as 5 Alumni Brothers, 9 Graduate Brothers and 1 Honorary Brother, all whom desire to see the Chapter succeed and will help however they can to do this. The Faculty Liaison Chair helps facilitate this desire by creating Faculty Mixer events. These events allow Psi Brothers to communicate with their Faculty members long before they have them in class. This allows the Faculty to be engaged in the Fraternity and helps to ease Brother’s anxieties they may have of interacting with Faculty members. Psi Brothers continually comment on how much easier it is to approach a Faculty member in the classroom or go to office hours after these Faculty mixers. These Faculty mixers can be as simple as a reception with snacks after classes are done for the day or can involve planned outings such as mini-golf and golf tournaments (tiny trophies included). The Faculty Liaison is also responsible for putting on Psi’s Professor Breakfast. This event is held every semester on the last Friday before finals. The great thing about this event is that it is open to all Faculty and Staff within the College. It is a great way to promote Psi’s reputation amongst the College as a whole and to include those professors that our Brothers have strong connections with but may belong to other organizations/fraternities. For the Faculty Mixer held October 30th 2018, 11 Faculty members and 15 Collegiate Brothers were present.

INCLUSIVE SCHOLASTIC PROGRAMS

Interview Chalking

The Psi Chapter strives to motivate its Brothers however it can, but it also sees tremendous value in supporting other students within the College. One way, in which the Psi Chapter does this, is to chalk for pharmacy admission interviews. The College holds pharmacy admission interviews for the sophomore pre-pharmacy class late in the Fall Semester. On the nights before these interviews are to take place, the Professional Chair and other interested Brothers will write positive phrases in chalk on the sidewalks surrounding the pharmacy buildings on campus. These phrases include things such as “You’ve got this!” “Take a deep breath!” and “You’re going to do great!” This year on October 25th, eight Brothers wrote inspirational notes for the good of the College and more of these events are scheduled for November 1st and 6th.

Mock Interviews

A unique quality of the Psi Chapter is that our active Brothers include not only students already admitted to the PharmD program, but also students that are in the pre-pharmacy program as first years and sophomores here at Drake. This diversity in classes allows Psi numerous opportunities to experience scholarship from several perspectives, including assisting pre-pharmacy Brothers in preparing for admittance into the graduate program. It has long been a tradition of the Psi Chapter to hold mock interviews for our sophomore Brothers as they prepare for their pharmacy school admission interviews. Upon reaching out to administration to discuss any changes to the interviewing process so a real interview could better be simulated, our professional chair was contacted by a representative of the Drake College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences asking if we would be willing to open our event to all sophomores that would be applying to the pharmacy program. After reaching out to Kappa Psi and Lambda Kappa Sigma and collaborating with them, we were able to co-host and participate in this campus-wide mock interview event. The interviews consisted of about three PharmD students interviewing one second year pre-pharmacy student with the goal of providing feedback they could use to prepare for their interviews, as well as to dispel some of the anxiety and uncertainty that accompanies not only pharmacy school admission interviews, but any professional interview in general. In October 2017, when the event was still a Phi Delta Chi only event, six PharmD student Brothers volunteered to interview the seven sophomores that signed up for interview practice and feedback. In October 2018, out of 15 PharmD student volunteers that participated in the event, six were Brothers. Of the six sophomores that participated, five were Brothers.
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Cookies for A’s and B’s

This program is one that the Psi Chapter has done for many years and it continues to be a favorite of Brothers. Once a semester, the Worthy Prelate will bring cookies to pass out in Chapter to recognize those Brothers who have worked very hard to earn A’s and B’s in their classes and on exams. Pharmacy school is difficult and the Worthy Prelate believes it is necessary to recognize the outstanding scholastic efforts of our Brothers. The program also works to motivate Brothers to continue to work hard and strive for excellence in their classes.

Smarties for Smarties

Another way in which the Psi Chapter recognizes the scholastic efforts of its Brothers is passing out Smarties for Smarties. This is Psi’s program to acknowledge those Brothers who were placed on the University’s Dean’s and President’s Lists. To be granted the award of President’s List, a student must maintain a GPA of 4.0 for a semester and to be presented the award of Dean’s List, a student must maintain a GPA of 3.5 or higher for a semester. The Worthy Prelate will pass out certificates of scholastic achievement signed by the Worthy Prelate and the Worthy Chief Counselor to Brothers who have made these lists for the previous semester along with Smarties for these Brothers the Chapter deems as our “Smarties.”

Treats for Trying

The Psi Chapter understands the difficulties of pharmacy school, and knows that, while it is important to recognize those Brothers who have achieved scholastically, it is also important to motivate Brothers to perform to the best of their abilities. During Chapter meetings that the Worthy Prelate passes out Cookies for A’s and B’s and Smarties for Smarties, they also provide Treats for Trying to those Brothers who fell short of the qualifications of our other two programs and who may need some extra motivation to push themselves a little harder to earn those top marks in their classes.

Psi Alumni Scholarship

The Alumni Scholarship is a $250 scholarship awarded by the Psi Alumni Chapter to an Active Brother in the Psi Chapter. The Worthy Alumni Liaison receives submissions by Brothers and forwards them to the Alumni Chapter, names omitted, for the recipient to be chosen. The prompt tends to be something relative to the question, “What does Brotherhood mean to you?” The winner is announced toward the end of the spring semester. The 2018 recipient was William Cleveland who was a third year pharmacy student at the time he was awarded the scholarship.
OUTCOMES OF SCHOLASTIC IMPROVEMENT AND EXCELLENCE

Psi Collegiate Brothers in Rho Chi: Ryan Cecala, Kee Gales, Rachel Kiehne, Jenna Manatrey, Krishn Patel, Shawna Seibel, Alexander Stumphauzer, and Nicholas Vollmer.

Average Fall 2017 GPA: 3.54

Dean’s List (3.5 GPA or higher)
Erika Bethhauser, Morgan Bump, Reanna Campbell, Ryan Cecala, MacKenzie Challoner, Michael Coleman, Noah Cresco, Sneha Cyriac, Noah Givant, Abigail Hall, Megan Hartle, Elizabeth Harvey, Morgan Hawkins, Caroline Jones, Ally Klein, Joe Klosowski, Andrew Olson, Krishn Patel, Haley Pertzborn, Jacob Tauke, Marc Thieme, and Jacquelyn Thomsen

President’s List (4.0 GPA)
Natalie Ake, Tara Fisher, Kee Gales, Lindsay Hillmer, Gabriella Tagliapietra, Adna Tokmic, and Kathryn Vollmer

Average Spring 2018 GPA: 3.54

Dean’s List (3.5 GPA or higher)
Emily Albers, Erika Bethhauser, Morgan Bump, Reanna Campbell, Ryan Cecala, MacKenzie Challoner, Noah Cresco, Sneha Cyriac, Noah Givant, Megan Hartle, Elizabeth Harvey, Morgan Hawkins, Lindsay Hillmer, Ally Klein, Brenna Molnau, Andrew Olson, Piper Swanson, Jacob Tauke, Kathryn Vollmer, and David Wood

President’s List (4.0 GPA)
Natalie Ake, Maxx Enzmann, Tara Fisher, Gabriella Tagliapietra, Caroline Jones, Krishn Patel, Jacquelyn Thomsen, and Adna Tokmic

Average GPA Statistics
Overall Chapter GPA: 3.58
Pre-Pharmacy GPA: 3.59
P1/Junior Class GPA: 3.59
P2/Senior Class GPA: 3.51
P3 Class GPA: 3.51
P4 Class GPA: 3.61

Katie Serbin - Nebraska Medicine in Omaha, NE
Grayson Meunier - Unity Point Health Allen Hospital in Waterloo, IA
Christine Heath - VA St. Louis Healthcare System in St. Louis, MO
Stephanie Wensing - Aurora Healthcare in Milwaukee, WI
Mackenzie Leal - Iowa Methodist Medical Center in Des Moines, IA
John Farris - Munson Medical Center in Traverse City, MI
Devon Jacobs - Memphis VAMC in Memphis, TN

Emma Winstead - Memorial Hermann/Texas Medical Center in Houston, TX
Taylor Schwebke - Advocate Christ Medical Center and Children’s Hospital in Oak Lawn, IL
Emmeline Paintsil - Mount Auburn Hospital in Cambridge, MA
Presidential Scholarship
Awarded depending on academic achievement in high school, and renewed every year if the awardee maintains a 2.00 GPA, full-time enrollment, and satisfactory academic progress. This scholarship is only offered for eight semesters after initial enrollment, so current P4s were no longer eligible for this scholarship last year. 96% of eligible Psi Brothers are recipients of this scholarship.

Natalie Ake, Emily Albers, Alexandrea Bennett, Erika Bethhauser, Jordan Bloodgood, Morgan Bump, Reanna Campbell, MacKenzie Challoner, Jillian Chambers, Derek Cloyd, Michael Coleman, Barret Collard, Noah Cresco, Sneha Cyriac, Tarah Fisher, Emily Freier, Noah Givant, Abby Hall, Sedie Harms, Megan Hartle, Elizabeth Harvey, Morgan Hawkins, Lindsay Hillmer, Brooke Huegli, Caroline Jones, Ally Klein, Joe Klosowski, Alex Klosterman, Jane Laubengayer, Brenna Molnau, Breanna Moore, Bailey Nagel, Andrew Olson, Prachi Patel, Haley Pertzborn, Katelyn Phillips, Edie Schwickerath, Jacob Sepka, Brandon Shulfer, Gabriella Tagliapietra, Jacob Tauke, Marc Thieme, Jacquelyn Thomsen, Adna Tokmic, Kathryn Vollmer, David Wood

Bulldog Scholarship
Awarded based on high school involvement and GPA. Recipients must maintain a GPA of 3.0 or greater while in college.

Breanna Moore, David Wood, Erika Bethhauser, Elizabeth Harvey, Prachi Patel, Bailey Nagel, Tarah Fisher, Jordan Pierce, Jacquelyn Thomsen

Trustee Scholarship
Awarded to students who submitted an application as well as participated in the interviewing process for the National Alumni Scholarship. Application requirements include a minimum ACT or SAT score, ranking in the top 5% of their high school class, and/or having a high school GPA of 3.80 or higher.

Alex Bennett, Jacquelyn Thomsen, Emily Albers, Morgan Bump

Drake University Fine Arts Scholarship
Students must maintain 2.0 GPA and involvement in band.

Morgan Bump, Reanna Campbell, Caroline Jones

Individual Scholarships

James Wetzeler Community Pharmacy Scholarship
Michael Harvey

Edward H Dahly Scholarship
Jordan Pierce

Walgreen’s Endowed Scholarship
William Cleveland, Shawna Seibel

Cline Scholarship Award
Kee Gales

Plough Foundation Scholarship
Maxx Enzmann, Alex Stumphauzer, Nicholas Vollmer

Cline Foundation PharmD Scholarship
Kylie Noon

Snow Pharmacy Scholarship
Paige Schwoebel

Iowa Pharmacy Association Foundation Scholarship, Hartig Drug Scholarship, and NCPA Foundation Presidential Scholarship
Carter Chapman

CVS Pharmacy Scholarship
Ryan Cecala
Dr. Lynn Kassel (left), Psi alum and Drake Faculty Member, and Caroline Jones (right), collegiate Brother presenting their research poster at the ACCP conference in Seattle, WA. Caroline was one of two recipients of the ACCP Critical Care Practice and Research Network Student Award.

This is an example of a post from the “Psi Studies” Facebook page. P1 MacKenzie Challoner asks for Chapters advice on what study strategies to focus on for the P1 class’ upcoming Biochemistry exam.

This is a slide from the September 2018 Drug of the Month presentation given by P3 Chloe Wall, P2 Brooke Huegli, and P1 Breanna Moore which discusses the dosing and administration of EMFLAZA, a newly approved anticoagulant therapy.

This is a slide from the October 2018 Drug of the Month presentation given by P3 Sharmi Patel, P2 Natalie Ake, P2 Alex Bennett, and Pre-pharmacy sophomore Jacob Tauke. The presentation was over EPIDIOLEX, a newly approved treatment for epilepsy that contains cannabinoids.
This is an example of one of the spreadsheets that can be used to calculate grades, either current or hypothetical based on individual assignment, quiz, and exam grades. This particular sheet is set up to be used for the Pharmaceutics 1 course that P1’s take.

This is an example of a slide from P3 Paige Schwoebel’s Worthy Pet Presentation about her cat, Mr. Pickles, in September 2018.

This is an example of the exam schedules that compile all classes’ exams in one place, and can be used as a reference for Accountabilibuddies, as well as to schedule Chapter events at more convenient times. This image includes exam dates from the week of Thanksgiving Break until the end of Finals Week for the Fall 2018 semester.